Student of the Week!

Tori Asato, junior, is a communication minor and a philosophy major. She always has a smile on her face and ready to say hello. She interned for a law firm over the summer and is now an assistant for a local law firm. While at school she is a member of the very successful HSU Crew and is currently training for the next season.

FACULTY RECOGNITION

Dr. Michael Bruner - New advisor for the HSU Campus Greens.

CONGRULATIONS GRAD. SCHOOL STUDENT!!

Hillary Wysocki - San Francisco University

NOTHING IS ACHIEVED WITHOUT THEM.

The dedication and determination to help faculty and every willing student make Joyce Corpuz (left) and Amelia Wright (right) the backbone to the department. Who are they? Both are wonderful people. Joyce spends her off time playing bocce ball and creating jewelry. She has been working for the CSU system for a long time and finds the culture of HSU outstanding. Amelia plays golf with her husband, reads a lot, and used to be an elementary school substitute teacher. They love to work with students and we appreciate everything they do.

INFORM THE EDITOR ON YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!!

Email pee14@humboldt.edu with your alumni or academic wins!